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PREFACE

u flow does one begin, in order to compose a little piece

of music ? Pretty thoughts often float before me ; but if I try

to write them down and make a little musical whole of them,

I commonly am stopped short after the first four measures,

where my fancy leaves me in the lurch. If to the first thoughts

I add new ones, they will not fit together rightly. Then I

wonder at the composers of larger works. It is incompre-

hensible to me, how one can think out such innumerable

thoughts, and fit them all together into one consistent whole»

I remark, to be sure, that in such works many a thought,

once there, comes up again, but as it were in a new dress.

For the study of a School of Thorough Bass I have no time

;

moreover, such a work, without the special guidance of a

teacher, would probably remain a book with seven seals for

me. Besides, it is not at all my purpose to form myself into

a composer proper ; I only wish to have just so much light

in this matter, as to enable me at times to write musical

trifles for my own satisfaction, or at the most for good'

friends."

These words are taken from the letter of a friend, who

turned to me in this predicament. I often have the same

inquiry made of me by word of mouth, and informatiou

asked of me, which leads me to infer the quite erroneou9

notion of many dilettanti, namely, that a piece of music con.

sists for the most part of a string of wholly ne\r thoughts

To prove the contrary, in the most obvious and striking man
1*
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ner, I have made them give me a single measuie, or only

couple of tones, out of which I have forthwith dev3loped

various little pieces, waltzes, polkas, &c, partly playing them

over first on the piano, and partly writing them down with-

out the aid of the instrument. This excited great astonish-

ment ; and quite as much so when I pointed out, in larger compo-

sitions, how whole periods are developed out of a few notes.

Of course I could not make the matter wholly clear and com-

prehensible to such inquirers all at once; but I promised

them to lead them to a spring, from which the greatest masters

in the art had drawn, a real magic fountain, which so fructifies

the inventive fancy of those who drink from it, that they

Snd one musical thought continually crowding out another.

Where is this fountain ? Quick, let us go to it ! Gently

friends ! Before we reach it, we must first go over a small

mountain, and then we must not drink too hastily, for that is

dangerous. The name of the magic fountain I can give be-

forehand ; it is called Thematic Treatment.

Thus did this " Guide " originate. May it find friendly

reception in wider circles, and lead many to the fountaii

But a knowledge of the theory of Harmony is presupposed.

Whoever wants this knowledge can easily obtain it through

my " Introduction to the Theory of Harmony," of which this

* Guide ' is a sort of second part, or further development.

H. W.
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MUSICAL COMPOSITION

I. Pattern Melodies for Imitation.

The chief thing in Music is Melody. He who can invent beautiful

and expressive melodies, has in his power the most important art of a

composer. Taking the Rhythm of one melody for a pattern, many othen

may be formed in imitation of it. For example :

jji^t^T,i=i li LT

^SSSi&E
silgiiijg^ggiiiiii
Such rhythmical imitations, to be sure, are no real melodic formations

in a proper sense, but they are a very good preparatory means. The fol-

lowing melodic patterns should be imitated in a similar manner, always

taking care that the melodies be as sing-able as possible. A mere wan-

dering about of tones, without harmonic connection or natural flow, is no

melody. The melodic steps or intervals must be easily comprehended,

and such as appeal to the feeling. To make the matter easier to th«

beginner, the commencing measures to some imitations are here given

but be must also try, without a given beginning, to form melodies aftei

»ach melodic pattern
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Allegretto.

pgt=*=K
t=t m +—¥-

t=t=t
+=£ HESS

p=^jmmsä^mmE£sm
-^- IÄ

&c. &c.

0=^ ^m
-^

"

f-r-r.S
&c. &c.

-#—p-

±=3: it:

&̂c. &c.fe^^^^^^PS
-=«1-#- -#-

jiggg
-* #-

*=
-ß—

#

&C.&C.

J- J- xj. L

Moderato.

^rgW-:zst=M=3t::
'-^=0

.,e—#—#-+-f^-f—#~ :

&c. &cm II «C. AC

&c. &c.

rFFjg—*-*--"§33=

:

&c. &c

-4-^-4
&C. &C.

Allegro.

5^1=^ ä=BJp 335

iM *=grg=E=jg^=r r (^ »-
}
C ^

(
T ÜH



MUSICAL COMPOSITION.

w=t=z=*

9

&C.

hg=Pbe i^g; £

*
:4=±=t

p— #-

3=tgzrjziJ
&c.

*=£
-«

—

L

_#_ &c.

[

Allegretto.

^ . &c.
<

&e,

(cp^ —!

—

i

—+
t

—"dF^ I B F¥-p—^—j-f^-#-j->-IzfJ=F

*-#_^_l_q_ * 0—L ?-« ^

ö"
•? d.j IT - '

E=E
*—#-

&c.

&c.

-t£
&c

:^-# -#

is ^i^llligli
Andante.

PeEe^ 3= se^Seee:

rf -#-

tzzl
jfczf: ^^S

pTTW^3^S^^^^m
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-fa.
&c

______ _ &c

—

"

5- Ljpt-p—^-i-*—^-*-
^.-f-

g—-g=s—

f

A *, A A

±z_fc

Moderato.

m
i rs \

\

-1 '0=6- ±0 r ll !

" '

t
' _
~
^ _j

-

t~i m f i

#~
i 1

iL Ä __*_ JT_, .p. _£>. _£_- _£_ _«>_ --v &c.

_ _ >-g A __ A &c
?__k —v-+~-—__#—__^

*» A &c.

Ü-4--—

-

The following melodic patterns should be imitated four times without

a given beginning.

Allegretto.

<—<--—

N

rß-ß-ßT-T-ß- -m—

Allegretto. A*—äJE-fefe^^E^
A

E^^lfe^l^S^^^li^
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Allegretto. -*-
, -—»rf-

j

i i i—

r

j-T m0m—

F

|,f ^Tlr f fT^'^f

"

#"fl

gsS^-üfei
5^^b^lffi^lg^pjggg|jpü

Allegretto^

jEEf:
ffTT* r jTgft i'J J P [ reg

Allegro.
-ß «

gfe^^fe3s^giggi^§
»

j j 3 j jjU-^ffi^r-f j;
| J1jj

Moderate.

^SpE^i^^&g^
$^^uu^: TT

i-3 * *
—^

Allegro scherzando.

n Allegretto.

^^^^as
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V

Allegro.

^fafW-^Bip^T^
Moderaio.

M~i v I
—T"

' t—*—^—1~^S—j|—

r»i H^

steife *-#.

-TTT p-;#—#=f-p^p
=tp=t in=t=-

Alleqro scherzando. . . . -""""i . .

-fcn-3

—

ß-0-ß— -

r -i—i—s— I
ttT I

—

4-#-f—=——— '—f-«*" fes?1

^!7 «ft •_•_•.
-iziii;- "#$£-£-

Allegretto.

8-2- - #-P -T-#- - p==—^-»T^ r J- >—^=Li_.p_ #_ -i-3J

II. Structure of Musical Pieces.

If we examine the structure of a piece of music more closely, we find

that it consists of smal ler or Vaxopv members, (tone-groups,) strung together,

Usually such a member consists of eight measures ; in the technical lan-

guage of music it is called a Period Such periods, for example, are the

eight-bar melodies which have so far occupied us. The period may be

again divided into smaller parts, but always into equal halves ; thus the

8 measures into twice 4 measures, the 4 measures into twice 2 measures,

and finally the 2 measures into twice 1 measure. The half-period of A

measures is called a Phrase ; the half-phrase of 2 measures is called i

Section ; and the half-section of 1 measure is called a Motive.
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It must be remarked that the word Motive is also often used in a widei

lense, as meaning a whole Melody. Thus there are variations upoL

opera, motives ; that is, the themes of the Variations are taken from opera

music But here we use the word Motive throughout in the first-named

«ense as indicating the smallest division of a Period

PERIODS AND THEIR MEMBERS.

üSgg
Phrases

dbsm^et--=t

—ß-0--j-ß0-j

Sections.

kmttilfi IJJ II r4frr\HrUfUM
Motives 1ws^^^^s

In periods commencing with upward beats, the up-beat is considered

as an incomplete Motive, which belongs with the equally incomplete

closing Motive. That two such incomplete motives make up together a

whole, is clearly heard upon a repetition of the period.

Motives.

8 Motives. 1

^§pS^±a^^^^gj

[2]
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Motives.

>m^iigi^giS^i^a

it I, it 1 Fi-^^a

Many of these periods with up-beats may also be divided otherwise,

that is to say, so that every motive may have an up-beat, but of equal

ralue For example :

Motives. 1

1 1 ^__iipz^_=t: t_?__#—

t

Motives. I

V U ...
*±

J. ^ ± ^ "^ -1-
1 L-^J L-^

III. The Theme.

It is seldom that a piece of music has but a single Period ; nearly all

pieces contain several periods ; but the first period contains the principal

thought, which is repeated in different parts of the other periods, either

tn whole or in part. Such a principal thought is called the Theme. But

the repeated thought should not be employed always in its first form ; it

should be altered, transformed, but always so that it may still be recog-

nized. In this way its appearance every time excites a new interest

The art of working up a theme in this way, is called thematic treatmerit.

The theme itself contains such work ; for we have already remarked tha

«ome of its motives are precisely alike, and that others are very similar
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6ucb different forms are inexhaustible, as we shall soon see ; therefore Ü

would be impossible to represent them all.

The principal ways op transforming a Theme are the following

:

1. Transposition.

A Motive is transposed, when it stands upon different degrees or stept

Df the scale, but with the same intervals Dreserved.

Motive.

ÜHÜH
Transpositions.
-= :.z=#niz:^=riz=jc=i=:pz=p=z^:f

-t-EEE3E*

Motive. Transpositions.

m
Motive. Transpositions.

E
:*:=*: p J J ^U^̂ W^rJJ

Motive. Transpositions.

^esj i r ruuss^tp***
Motive Transposition. Motive. Transpositions. &c.

ll^^ijpgiPl^lEMi^lt
Motive. Transpositions. &c.

Also several motives taken together may be transposed. For example

2 Motives. Transposition.

>
^

1, | __u±z :3St
1
—

TT
t* t=t

2 Motives. Transposition.
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äSS
2 Motives.

9 #.«_#___ ^ Transposition.

üä
Half Period.

pzpz

Transposition.

*=F *-;-# # i
-m 9-P-0-PffpgP

Half Period.

I^^SE^^P
Transposition.^
tt-#-#- üi

Transposition plays a principal part in the thematic working of botb

smaller and larger pieces.

2 . Expansion.

In transposition the intervals of a Motive are not altered ; but her»

the notes are spread farther apart, i. o., the Motive is expanded.

Motive. Expanded Motive. Expanded

Motive. Expanded.

iB^gsÖfeili
Motive. Expanded.

hü-

£fc£*JHÜ|*Tt
h-fc-r-#— 1^=itu=t

Motive. Expandedfcxpa

0—ß-— fCE

3. Contraction.

Here the intervals of a Motive are made smaller, or contracted
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Motiva. Contractions.

^g^Ü£gSB5=gfflI^
Motive. Contracted

tt: mimm
Motive. Contracted.

IlSfSigffi
Motive. Contracted.

r^zrp: *^rm
4. Augmentation.

Here the intervals of the Motive are not changed, but the length of

time-value of the notes is augmented.

Motive. #—

#

Augmented.

^üü
Motive. Augmented.

? #-?HPli^! #—*- i
5. Diminution.

This is the opposite of the preceding ; for the value of the notes of the

Motive is diminished instead of being augmented, while the interval«

remain unchanged.

Diminished.

teM^s3^33^gj^^iS3S^S
Jr

2 Motives.Ö ?=
Diminished

#
c—r—

-

£«=E
6. Repetition.

Many motives may be variously remodelled by the repetition of frag

meats or members of the Motive

f2*l
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Motive. Repetitions.

Motive. Repetitions.

p^^gig^gi^Sg
u-r

7. Omission.

One or more members may be omitted from a Motive.

2 Motives. Omissions.

Motive.

i^^
Omissions.

?m mm
iI j

—
! JE —*—g^^

—

B E

8. Changing the Order of Tones.

The members of a Motive, especially such as form a chord together

may be interchanged, i.e., introduced in a different order, but without

altering the rhythm. This may occur within a narrower or a wider

oompass. _____________
Change of tones.Section.

Motive. Change of tones. Motive Change of tones.

jl^ffry^p^fe^^i rn if
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9. Reversing the Order of Tones.

A Motive, or several Motives may be taken backwards, i. e. nom the

•nd to the beginning, without altering the rhythm.

Section. Reversed.

m—ß- -#—g- m
Section. Reversed.

10. Combining Members of different Motives.

By this means of transformation many new Motives may be formed

Half Period.

ö m 4—_^—x | _)-—

^

9—m-L-^4 -

Combinations from measures

1 and 3, 2 and 3, 3 and 1, 3 and 2,

3?
--*- -*- -*- -*-

37E|?m
1 and 3,

pü
3 and 1, 3 and 2.

ö*—#- *—

#

^--i—, 4—m— 4—*-

11. Inversion.

Motives may also be so changed, that their intervals shall make inverted

steps, or move in the opposite direction. This is not reversing the ordei

of tones, as in No. 9, for there the series of tones went back from the

end to the beginning ; but here we commence inverting the intervals at

the first note of the Motive, and not at the last.

Motive. Inverted. 2 Motives. Inverted.

^g^gigiigl^Siio
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2 Motives. Inverted. 2 Motives.

CH) 4L * ——T~"sl—I

—

T~*-M—*~~i—

l

-T—M—

~

l la. -*- -^3——*--
1

* #-4

Inverted. Half Period.

-P^r-P-J-^h-F-^T-^P-*--~-F—*-

—

]

Inverted.

=P-
- r i

-» - *—P-t-P w—i—'-T-J-—»—P—

r

: r

IV. Combination of several Modes of Trans*
formation.

Frequently not only one, but two, three, or even more means of trans-

formation are applied to a Motive at the same time. Thus we can trans-

pose a Motive and at the same time contract it, or we may transpose and

at the same time expand it. In the same way Motives may be at once

transposed and inverted, transposed and diminished, transposed and re-

lated, &c. &c. It is better to begin with combining only two modes
;

but there are also three-fold, four-fold and even five-fold transformations,

as the following example shows.

Motive. transposed & inverted, | reversed,
|
transposed & reversed.

transposed and reversed.
—"P+^h-^?11^— P »—P1^1»—a i""^~< F

transposed and reversed.

r*fc*-fc££g

Lengthened by transposed repetition, and the figures in sixteenths inverted

yzi
E^=E=s^ So
Transposed, inveried, and lengthened by repetition.
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Motive. transposed & expanded, ij transposed & reversed.

^^S
Transposed, contracted and Inverted || Transposed, contracted, diminished with repetition.

q-T^zmrrrii—0—0-0

Transposed, inverted, contracted and incomplete.

W-W
;?e£££

V. Consideration of some Periods with regard
to their Thematic Treatment.

We have already remarked that not a single Period consists of purely

new motives, but some motives are only transformations of others, which

we will call original motives. In the following Periods, which are mostly

taken from well known works of Mozart and of Haydn, the original nu*

tives must be pointed out, with allusion also to their transformations.

Allegro. . _ .^

Original motive. 1 2

K • K • •

-J?- I»* i + m i-•-'" '

.-.-.rf-

The whole Period has five original motives ; the first we find trans-

posed in the third measure, and the second transposed in the fourth meas-

ure. In the sixth measure we have the third original motive repeated,

but enlarged by two new members (g and f$) at the close, in order to

connect it more agreeably with the following fourth motive.

Ln^r f £ 1

Original motive. 1
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#=#qpj-
E£I*3^E0£e5E

This whole Period is developed out of two motives. The second meas-

ure is a transposition of the first original motive, and we find both repeat-

ed in the fifth and sixth measures. Measures 3, 7 and 8 contain transpo-

sitions of the two last members of the first original Motive, namely the

crotchet and quaver. Properly this period has only one original motive
;

for, strictly taken, the e in the second original Motive is only a participant

note, and the two semi-quavers may be resolved into the harmonic note D,

in which case this motive would be only a transformation, like measure*»

3, 7 and 8.

Vivace assai.

Original Motive.

=t—

*

i

What may be made out of so simple a melody with only a single origi-

nal motive, may be seen in Haydn's Symphony, No. 10.

Presto.

^^E£3
Original Motive.

i
J2=t=;z:i=—^—T—*

Here only tne first original motive has been transformed ; measure 4

has been transposed, contracted and inverted ; measure 5 repeated liter-

ill y, and measure 6 transposed

Andante. .

Original Motive. 1
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P 3=f-r^2g
-0 1

v r^
Measures 3 and 4 are transformations of the first two original motives

;

measure 5 is a transformation of the first original motive. 1. e. f parti

y

transposed, contracted and inverted ; and measure 6 is, half of it, an ex-

pansion of the second original motive, and the other half a transformation

of the three eighths in the first original motive.

Allegro.

Original Motive 1 2

I

The second original motive only half deserves this name, because the

second half is only a transposition of the first. This motive is transformed

in the fourth and sixth measures, where the two eighths make inverted

and expanded steps. Measures 3 and 5 are transformations of the first

original motive.

Allegro con spirito.
• • • • •

l iffff-lÄ-i-' -ß--ßßßß

Section.

-ß-ßS-ß- •

-

—

• ^—^ •—i" •

^^^•-g^^^r^ng^Tf^r^^
8uch periods as the last are better divided into sections than intc
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motives, since each section makes a little whole. The first is the origin*

section ; the second and third are transpositions of the same, with occa

»onal contractions, expansions and inversions, which are easily found out

Only in the fourth section (measure 7) is a new thought introduced.

We might make a period of sixteen measures of it, by changing the \

into | measure, and the feeling actually divides it so.

Motives

igi^fez;

Original motives. 1

e£3e rtt-
-EMf 7 «TUCTI^3*13SI§

» 13 14 15 16

We shall soon become better acquainted with such periods of more than

8 measures.

Exercises.

In the following Periods the scholar must seek out and indicate the

original motives himself, and also note the transposed motives as above.

Vivace.

ife^g

n--

^--x-#
Allegro molto. fr

^
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-»

—

fe-j—,-gj^»d&g=glgf4-.^=p:

/
Allegro molto.

ß

:fct
—r-r

-h #-i—i-l—*—hrl—b-*~ I

—

F-rß-0-0-0-0—»-•-r#-a -f=v-=v r^rs

p-M-#-i.p:dw rw r i r r£gnr:^:i
Allegro.

,n oi-
=t=t —

1

1

—

d—_j —

.

• i *

'

• * X

—

^ r 4- 1

Allegretto

P

FF^>

f 9

I
#

—

^—

»

/
FiVace.

azBJTKXi
Allegro.

1 »f=ü= 3FF
Im—4

[S3
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Moderato.

* •-* !=^
^z=byj#F^gfft

t
z - g ^-4-».._p ^~

t
~

" * • 9 r~i
# '

T~r ^ l

Presto.

ZhlZl

« . * ' r*-*

k# 1—I—
I— +-) F-# d J— F—|—F-#---

Largo. -

SügüÜÜ
dol.

i

ifCTg*1

4dagio.

-* P3- *=* I

»

f

,-* -fimf-- - ~t t:":*:
.# -0-ß-m

Allegretto.

FF

Uegretto. . ^^__^ .

#'-*-#gmm
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f-i-*--r—0 # n
— m—ß

21

[1

üfe^fe^ ^
Öfl

Allegro,

4 -^--t — - rä—*

—

d~f~*—«

—

#-j-3—*—
! ; I

a

4=3B=B?*^EiI l l :=t
I

Allegretto.

-*—»-

3 * '

1 i —#- -^-3 3 3 3

"*« ^—bad^^J— x ^—

—

«J *^^—M -

Allegro.

n
.

*—z-r*—m^-*-*—#- ESES
[See measure 7.J

^BfE^BirBg
-Äfc

" 5» /
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Allegro.

mzmzzfft&^gm

Allegretto.

%
—f*j p P-

tr

„ Allegro. fr^ ^ fr^ ^ _#T

:f:p;t)finr?;Ep^r-q=^S

Some Periods of the Scholar's own Formation.

Hitherto the scholar has worked after certain melodic patterns, simply

imitating the pattern melody, measure for measure, without knowing the

means of transforming the melody. Here he is no longer to work after

such models. In the following exercises only the commencing motives

will be given him, and out of these he is to form periods of eight meas-

ures ; the invention, transformation and succession of the other motives it

left wholly free to him. Several periods should be formed from one and

the sane beginning. For example.

Commencement

Allegretto
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Period 1.

fip-iiggipg

Period 3.

gpPggzgpg^g^
Period 4.

-j -i—r j-#« -#—# -

3=Öq
•*—»-*

A . A

:r#

Period 6

Gommenoement

:

1. Allegretto. 2. Vivace.

[3«]
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3. Allegretto.

GUIDE TC

4 Allegretto.

j^sötEee:3=n-3—j~ =̂rf-

5. Moderate. 6. Allegretto.

7. Moderato.

fc=

8. Allegretto.

SeJe&ö igii|gg| *

9. Allegro. 10. Walzer.

±z&9fEfe

11. Galoppade 12 Moderato.

iisgfei
13. Andantino. 14. Allegretto. 15. Allegretto.

18. Andante.16. Allegretto. 17 Allegretto.

19 FiVace. 20. Marsch.

±q

~-i
I .i J »*- L1 '—

I

A - 0-0.-0—

#

Choose now out of various musical pieces several more such beginnings

tor the formation of periods ; but choose them from pieces with which you

are not familiar, and then compare your work with the original, in order

to avail yourself of the necessary improvemer' 4*. This done, then invent

the beginning also. Melodies will flow more and more easily from you?

imagination, and you will gain more and more dexterity in the thematic

f"eatment.
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VT. The Harmonie Accompaniment of Melodies

Id the invention of a Melody, a person who is at all musically culti

vated has in his thought at the same time the Harmony to it, at least ita

fundamental chords. Nay, even unmusical persons and childien find for

simple melodies a second part as a harmonious accompaniment, even

should it consist only of the ground-tone (Tonic) and the Fifth (Domi

nant). So too will we begin with setting a second part as an accompani-

ment to a melody ; not all at once to a whole Period, but first to one

measure, and then to two and four measures.

The following three notes, we will suppose, require a Otie-voice accom

paniment.

In the first place we must know to what chord each of these tone*

belongs The first and third note (e and c) belong to the Trichord of V

major, and the middle note (rf) to the Dominant chord of this Trichord

Hence an interval out of these two chords must be chosen for the accon?

panying voice ; but which V We will try them all one after another, am

let the sense of hearing judge which intervals will serve our purpose.

J J J

—

Tl
! 1

L_ 1 1 1 1

All these combinations sound not disagreeably ; but some of them

sound empty, namely the Octaves e-e, c-c, d—d, the fifth g - d, and

still more the fourth g — c. Such empty consonances we must avoid a*

much as possible, at all events not use them in unfit successions of tones

The accompaniment of the above three melodic notes, both in a corred

%nd a false tone-series, would be as follows :

*r

\
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False.

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

i
i r . , , -^ i-^-i |-?| |-pn

What m there false, then, from 8 to 15 ? In 8 the octave d ; in 9

this same octave, with the fourth g-c; in 10 the two octaves d and c ;

in 11 the progression from fto c, because the seventh must always move

but one step downward, and here f should go to e ; in 12 the octave e ,

in 13 and 14 the same octave, and also in 15, besides the progression

from b to e, because b is here the leading-note to c. — In 3, to be sure,

an octave (o?) occurs ; but in this progression of the two voices, where

one moves downward and the other upward, it is not faulty, nor does it

sound badly. Such a progression of the parts is called Contrary motion

Of this more hereafter.

We may also accompany the three melodic notes e, d and c with tonet

from other harmonies, for e and c belong also to the Trichord of A minor,

and d to the Dominant chord of this Trichord. For instance :

int
4 u 4—4-—

J

1
1—.

T
—j-

r

In the following examples the accompanying harmony is so obvious a*

to need no explanation.

1 2 3
i—-*7\— ->

I Tt ^ 1 '
1 I~t

— ""• 1 '
i l~r——

*

r

=*-—0—ß—---l-^-i I= Z—0-1-—- C
i 0-1-f———

i

E?S
-• .1—

¥ *Tr
^rj-J-3-r^jh:. —I-

f
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-0—-4—J—i-

•—*—*-

±E*=£=+
*E£53a

Figural Voices.

To illustrate what is meant by this we will take the last example.

W: m 5: =

=£=3? i
:nzrÜ

=#=P

Here both voices proceed in simple tones. Now if these voices are

dissolved into richer note-forms,—if, for example, a fourth is turned into

2 eighths or 4 sixteenths, &c, we have figurated the voices. But it

must not be understood that the eighths and sixteenths are to come always

upon the place of their principal notes, in this way :

or:

^—^-T—»-*->-*—*-* W f—w mm m F

The enriching or embellishment of a voice is effected by participani

notes, passing notes, harmonic notes (in broken harmony), syncopated

notes and suspensions. In composing a figural melody, one must first

think of the principal notes, which should stand in the place of the fig-

ures ; and if one would set a proper accompaniment to a figural melody,

he must be able to find out the principal notes in the various figurations.

Accordingly the composer must be able correctly to distinguish passing

and participant notes from the harmonic notes, and also the harmonic prin-

cipal notes from the harmonic accessory notes. And not less must he
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nave a sufficient knowledge of syncopations and suspensions. Figuratioi

is an excellent means of transformation, which contributes remarkably to

the animation and coloring of a piece of music ; and hence it is of greal

importance to a composer.

The following 15 examples show, in what a variety of ways the princi-

pal notes of the upper voice may be figurated.

SO3EtEE£t *pg&*ESEE3£i£3

%,/ —0— j
—-J— —0—

ku ij, \^.^^S=h±^M

&c. &e
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&c.

=ü%Egi=feF-glfj~3=^:^^
&c.

8 9

&c. &c

<

10
—0—0

11
# »-#-

~
&c.~

3=*S=öe3jq=fc=J^il-*

12 ^
m

&c. &c

-I— SziG:

ä=?
=t= SEEgi

13 14

&c. &a

;tü^7tr-

jllT^^S=^ll
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15

^^^^jfe^g^^M^^t
&c.

pEE5 ee£= :!=t I
Remarks on these 15 Examples.

Ex. 1. The first eighth of every quarter is a participant note; the

harmonic principal note strikes in every quarter as the second eighth.

2. The first and third quarters are not figurated ; the second and fourth

have participant notes, as in Ex. 1.

3. In the first and third quarter the second eighth is a passing note
j

the second and fourth quarters are not figurated.

4. In the second and fourth quarter the harmonic principal note ia

answered by a harmonic accessory note ; the first and third quarters are

not figurated.

5. The first quarter has a passing note ; the second on the contrary

begins with a harmonic accessory note, which the harmonic principal note

follows as an after-stroke. So too with quarters 3 and 4

6. Each triplet begins with a harmonic principal note, which strikes in

again after the passing note.

7. In the first quarter the first eighth is a harmonic principal note,

which is repeated again as a sixteenth, and then followed by a passing

note ; so too with the third quarter. Quarters '2 and 4 begin with a har-

monic accessory note, answered by the harmonic principal note.

8. The first eighth in quarters 1 and 3 is a participant note
;
quarters

2 and 4 be<nn with an eighth pause, which is followed by the harmonic

principal note.

9. Quarters 1 and 3 begin with an eighth pause, followed by the har

monic note ; the first eighth in quarters 2 and 4 is a participant note.

10. The harmonic principal notes strike in after, because they ai«

pushed out of place by syncopation.
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11. Eery quarter begins with a harmonic principal ntte ; th». tigurt

?f the fiist quarter has then two passing notes, between which the prin3i

pal note is again struck. So it is also with the figure of the third quarter.

In the figure of the second quarter the passing note is followed by a

harmonic accessory note, to which the principal note succeeds as a fourth

sixteenth. So also with the figure cf the fourth quarter.

VI. Here § time is used instead of *. The second and fourth tones

of the lower voice are shortened into eighths. In the upper voice the

harmonic principal notes strike after, as second and fifth eighths

13. The harmonic principal note, striking after, is followed by a passing

Qote.

14. The harmonic principal note is followed by two passing notes,

between which the principal note is again struck.

15. In the first quarter the harmonic principal note, adorned by a short

appoggiatnr«, strikes after, as also in the third quarter
;
quarters '2 and

4 have participation notes.

To the following figurated examples the scholar in composition should

mite down similar remarks himself.

t-tiro-0—I ß—m-\-^—

*

-\-\\-*-ß~
w—ß-0-m I —W-ß-m "

^!B. P--H--^:p-|#
-i^4±=-=F=E=tp=g—^~

\i

kl^-K-

o : g

—

f ^

[4]
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^r=i^=f=f=ha^eM

/

—F— I

—

—y

—

\- f 0-

V=?~ ^m
W*=E===t.

i~i—r

—

t I
a

^el^Hll^i^gE^S
§B^p^^5^g=i=|p=^i

prmr^^^aEB^^
m—£: =iN ""It

8^^=^=pgB§
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P
3

It-*V 3=£

gfar-r-H^-f
or:

.fi n—0.

^^^ or:

'§§;:!=P: t—r '—'-

^:eE t=f=

!rLt==Ö:t,-f--^H5:
A A

&Hj^gEgEjEgEj ;

:

se t-
i =f=

1- l-TEE

^^bdy^gb^^^%^T=^

§fe i^ll ^=¥=

I ft f f ß ßbrn-m-xr- *3=»i^g^E^
p =t :rt

*^EEEE ~£:
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Examples with the lower part figurated.

,
1

V—

I

:ß- 1

V— -L—
*-.:~mm

:z±
H4—

^

^=P -*

—

r-

o

fep t=t E&

I

^--^.^.-i-j-H-H-P-i-i—!--P- — i—

P

-T-^-^-^-^-^-^-T

—

—I FF

I

I

V1
E=

=fc IfpPsi
,- -#-

-0—0?

5. The parts of No. 4 exchanged, so that the upper becomes the

funder, and vice versa.

fci-ttt::F SrfeEE OT!
Ite ;;;ee

szzjz^: =r~its
<

EÖ
:=r=ir

-#— p—

-

:
—

I *=*=S iÜgi
\

;

-#-f-« m ß m ~0-m m
lev -zt:t:c^rt^:rf"t-t-'TfWm Tf • \T*Ptt^=$3b
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7. The parts exchanged.

41

IM^igi^igiii^^g^pf!
ES fp§f!Ü=iliIfl

8. Harmonic principal notes.

yW^^^^gfTtrff i
i

i

y ii
J- 1 ,

J- * 1_#—* ^

—

0..1__I—^
1

U-

9. The parts exchanged.

il?ii^lL^i^t_iy^^-I^S^

;

10. The parts (voices) of No. 8 both figurated

£s \W-0-m -a--0-B—-0 P^

11. The voices of No. 9 both figurated.

rsriü ri—r -"-#~i
—"- # t » " # » *-»

—

t—a t~ ' '
'—I

—

_rr

CONTRARY MOVEMENT.
12. Harmonic principal notes. 13. The voices exchanged.

Eife&M&gSSS
# -#

ipäöEöft Erf ~tu
^.t=f^r-± -L&» fgW

[4*]
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14 The upper voice of No. 12 figurated.

p^£m&zmmm=m
^^^^^^^gi

15 The lower voice of No. 12 figurated.

.^.^^jiI:^- *

^E^^^j^^iffigigii^^^
16. The upper voice of No. 13 figurated.

-»-M-ß-T-0-m-*

Br-fzzMjZfe
*=* _ c:—| *—+-#-— i

1
—-2-

i:fc IeeS

17. Or so

3
...i i i i i_j i i i i ;

i

ft
g^E^fcfe^^^EB

18. The lower voice of No. 13 figurated.

19. The lower voice of No. 12 figurated

] ffi-— 3J- F #
j
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20. Both voices only partially in contrary movement.

43

I

g^girrfS^^ffiTffte
ßm

I

2i The following passage in thirds shows the principal notes of No. 20.

^^lPi:^|§lSgg^

22. The following harmony also may be placed under the upper voice of No. 20.

" ß-0

§ie; i t

23. The same melody founded on the following passage in thirds.

—«—-w>—*_#-i-^

—

_p_#_^.i^_—__*—*H_ ^—

~

#

fe^E^^g^^^g^S
24. Now completely figurated.

\|P^^3[|pÜ^^|g
^^-^"^^fe^r^T^ffjPf^;i^E£

Observe : The first measure in Nos. 23 and 24 contains the original

motive, which appears in the other measures as transposed, and indeed
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in both voices Also the cross-lines show that the first foui -eighths of

one voice are repeated, by transposition, in the last four-eighths of the

«)ther voice. Such repetition in the other voice is called imitation, of

which we shall speak more fully in due time.

In contrary movement there often occur tones, progressing step bv

step, which form several consecutive dissonances. Such progressions

must be used but seldom, and in a quick tempo, since in a slower

movement their dissonances, being longer neard, would sound too

harsh. For example.

g.^- I j—H

—

1*-*~m —TZ »-»-*->-J—

I

—i-j— F f -p-"--- 1~

S^gpjIg^^E^gi^i
\ ....

.
1 a^-"«*^ *H h-~3-w-0-* —( saSS m*«1^ —t
b^«^^ 4- -j *- nf *

If tones of a broken harmony occur in the figurated voice, thej

must be so placed as not to form false fifth and octave progression!

(consecutive fifths and octaves.)

Cantabile.

±= i=t=
r==.—1=

9^Egg^|^^^E^Ea^g^|l
Fanlty.

CV *> " #--. «TI m-P—m 0-\ #-'-# 0- ^g-^
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t=r— 4=:

imfeczzzr

it

-S-

BSES #-|—#— äüü
In the faulty first measure, the fourth eighth e forms an octave with

the upper voice, and then both voices move on in an octave to c.

Similar faulty progressions are found in the other measures. In the

figurated voice which stands above the faulty one, octaves occur also,

to be sure, because the harmony is full, and the upper voice has

holding tones ; but the octaves strike after, do not progress to another

octave, and are not struck simultaneously with tones of the upper voice

A good musical ear soon detects such faults.

Both voices figurated by broken harmony.

-*-#_ _i*^

iiiil^Sipitegpfei^

If in the figurated voice two tones of broken harmony come always

upon one tone of the other voice, then the after-tone, which is taken

6*om the omitted tones of the chord, must be so chosen as to indicate

the harmony distinctly.— If a third is struck after an octave, as after

the octaves c and f in the first and fourth measures of the following

oxample, it is not faulty. We might give c as the lower voice to all

the four notes of the first measure, and by a tie prolong this c through

the first two-eighths of the second measure, as indicated at the close of

this period.
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E^^g^^^g
„t_fa

*EE$ -Mzzr.

-^T=^R^-?:=+:::
r--Tt-- ^Tl #=P4-4-k-# I i r

3ZZT.-5: me^giEJi^
Passages with broken harmony frequently occur in Piano-Forte

works, as figures of accompaniment, where not seldom the fifth (or

Dominant) plays the principal part in the after-strokes. It facilitates

the seeking out of harmonic principal notes, particularly notes, &c. to

imagine the broken harmony as struck together.

Andante. L ^

EEf: •— |—tri
?=g-#-g-^

: &BEÜ z^ZEiE^z-

-#-„•-*- 0--0-^^^sai^^p
Scherzo.

T * — • • • • 2-d—l. * * m Z.

Am i r fiüffl^^s
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Allegro moderate).

E£ *£* i^C^n
—

x ei
M-0- -#- -a^»s Ulfe

Moderate.

a^ffrrrm ,
^^s^^

aHa=r^^^=r^^e3^
-# h~ £

-j-^> »££*
I I I I I

^ s=nr £==* t=±=±
-# g^i

The figures of accompaniment only partly broken. For example r

Allegro scherzando.

4--«

fa

Staccato.

E
*—

r

=*
' IX ^

—i
i i- f

— i i i—i— i —i

ri

*=J=t i^
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Allegro.

ft* =5»
-8 1^X1

ß^ß^ö-^t=f*=*z: :gjLp:.FJE zfczfr*:p3:p
ol.

# #- -0-0- m*w0- -0-0- -0-0- -0-0- a0~ m0--0-0- -0-0- ^r^r- -0-0- -0-0- -0-0- *,— *h-

Accompaniment with chords not broken. For example :

BteBESEi
+b=BfeH 1=3=«

-4^-3 -«— —«-

4—1—4:
-#—#-
-0— —0-
-0 0-

0-
-0 \-0 0-
-0 ±-0 0-

-0- -+0

:fc:z

5£t^ß+
f r i ^zSSlzi^i

1=1—1 t
*—*—*-

-0- -0—#-- -#- -0-
-0- -0 0-

si
Allegretto

gl^p^gfgp
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Allegretto. ^^ ^~
-fi—4-^£—-b

9_-|#l|2

With the bass immoveable, or Organ-point.

Pastorale.

•4-*-- -* *-*-H ^—JVI-*—**i-*—*-+-'
—

* * *-H --*—g-i-F

i

jL-Q^L-i -*

3£=^=^=i: r=

*-*-**

In larger compositions the Organ-point often occurs in this way through

tfhole periods ; for instance, in the Finale of Haydn's well-known P major

Symphony, from the beginning through two consecutive periods. It is

leldom found of such length in piano compositions, but all the more fre-

quently therefore in a few measures.

Allegro. ^. . _^

db
A

m. E
A

=t=
Et~-

=t ±

/

A

-w
:z~ 1ÜPB

aisle n=E±=
#

—

— #—#—

—

ii

The bass in the second and third measure has the Organ-p* int, althougV

«rfv^n in eighths
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Allegretto

-0

— #-—#-T 0-7=CTJi

—

rt T W ^ w~\ w ^ *~l—
#-! 1

1 ,__ p::^t:

*p*
ftt=:

-0-r- :ttBE frp* :=£r

-»--#--* 0—-0-

• Uzrl
EÖ5Ö?=^-—+-#—^— i--

The first note of the bass in measures 5 and 7 is an Organ-point.

Allegro con brio.

it: H
p^— B-P --£, )?0-ß b*-*-T b*-*i b#-^T-t—

h

= rr

Measures 2 and*3 have an Organ-point in the first note.

Harmonic Accompaniment of the Scholar's Own.

To set a right accompaniment to a melody, one must reflect through

iHiat fundamental chords it can he done These chords he will find, if he

will fasten his eye distinctly on the principal notes of the melody, and not

be led astray by accessory notes (participant notes, &c.,) especially if in

figurated passages he knows how to find out the ground-notes quickly

But then too he must have regard to tue measure, tempo, rhythm and

character of the melody which is to be accompanied. The most beautiful

melody may be ruined by a poor and inappropriate accompaniment ; and

% poor melody can be made interesting by an apt accompaniment. Son»

examples will confirm this.
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Walz

#—»-^»^S T~l * ß 1 * *—
I

^ id:

EÖ"
EfeE^.

fcEfeS

i

I

_#

—

m—ß- -0— —0- -ß- ~ß- -ß- -0-

The accompaniment at a does not please ns, because it is better suited

jo an Andante That at b is better, because it is more waltz-like
;
yet

khere is something in this that goes against the feeling ; the melody moves

purely in quarter notes, and now too comes the accompaniment in the

game movement, by which the whole becomes very monotonous. The

»ccompaniment at c, on the contrary, consists of eighth notes, for which

reason it is the best of the three. But there is still a better one. The

melody is taken from the so-called Sehnsucht (Le Desir) waltz, ascribed

to Beethoven ; there it has the following accompaniment

:
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With deep feeling.

i
i *_i _^_i _ä_ i i i i i

3=4-3
-5—«— #-
-ß— —m-n "T1 -jr

*=e
I I l

-0- II II

We find something similar in melody and accompaniment in many piano

lompositions ; for instance, in the well-known "Fairy Dances"of Reissiger.

Moderato.
Dolce.

gBM==n=^fL^UEBl
tr- Legat0*

f-n rfriWr -r r r r r~f rrT? f

*

'
'

I ' I I I I

1 ' &c

——— ~
' -#- -#-

Tempo di polacca.
-• i-

*zblL=^E:=z:i:aö=

^^^^^^^=zfeftE^#^-gJZ=j
*J*

-# #-

^gfg=g^^:^[

6 _£ :£ :J: ^. j. .* 0. -ß. ß. .£ %> £.

^^f—E—Pt-*==?—*— -*?—f

—

f—- f=— rr2L- 4 ' I e-h—1— I--H-T
1
—

*

' ' ~-*~~~*

?_A -^^M-zizzzbzzti-t- 1^-?======*
rf • 5 't'^'- -0- -0-0 -0-0

0- -0-0-00-
-ß * * -0 0-0-0^0-

The accompaniment at d alone is of the right kind ; at a, b and c tb«

olonaise character is entirely last.
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if ft idelody consists of broken harmony, the ground chords arc ob rious, e. %

gretto zfz i_Allegretto

1
«ft t

- zptn

II

§=*= «—

«

=J=HH
-0

#—#

—

LL -

Or: _,__-_ _,

- f—»—

—

r - i—»

—

f—^—?~
It
—

=?^^=:|J=gz=?ZL-i^-^--y=^-7-^^^

On the other hand the seeking out of the principal notes sometimes

occasions some difficulty to beginners, when the melody is figurated in

scales or runs. But when the principal notes ;ire once singled out, the

ground chords are easily determined. In the following examples the

principal notes are marked by x.

Ground chords.

41

Figurated accompaniment.

9 -0- m -0- * -0-

Tvt&ar*
• * ' x x S-»-*-T ; *"— .j. i— A A 0-M -~^0\ T u. -

FS=
Ground chords.

0- m -0-

S3: m
7fr
-t—l— V-

m++T~ ß • m

wt
-0-ß— :H- T H—£-*<

?rÖi

-#- -#-- * -#- —i- -#- -4- * -l m -L -#r
15*1 r +
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t&ßßA . -Ä -^ p n^H^Mn— |

—

^'0'mi '
1— r*

ipijgsis
It is understood of itself, that it is not a matter of indifference whether

the fundamental chord be used in this or that position or inversion ; much

nore must it be carefully considered whether the original chord or one

»f its inversions best suits the place to be accompanied else there will

be faulty reduplications and progressions, e. g.

allegretto.

M-0-
ttr- ++0

Dolce.

mmm=m
£?* 3 -j --,--T-i—r~

#

—

c

dopr03=^=34-^d --=x=*it̂P _ .pa

—

The accompaniment at a sounds very disagreeably, especially the first

two measures, where ground-tone and melody progress in octaves, and

moreover the two outermost tones of the accompaniment move in fifths,

^7

—

.j^ c— g). The chords spring up and down without connection, and

the sevenths rise, instead of falling, &c But one who has any sort of

notion of modulation and a true ear, will not proceed from one chord to

another in so awkward a manner.

Against the succession of tones at b there is nothing to be said, omy

the whole sounds too thin. In the first measure the second quarter (ß?)

is not a faulty octave, because the melody also introduces b? in the sewnd

•ighth, for the bass voice has already given the third to it, and the vl~ belt

hap first a participant note
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With the accompaniment at c, one might be satisfied, bnt the following

is certainly still more to the purpose. The bass note in the second and

khird measure makes an Organ-point.

Allegretto.

üüHüif
Melodies as Exercises for Harmonic Accompaniment.

Moderato
•-ftT-*-P-*-*-y^

-j——i

—

ß-ß-ß-
f=PP=^

Accompanied first with Fourths merely, then with Eighths, then with Sixteenths, &r~

i£tlf^l

With Eighths merely.

^--—4 0~j-m-0~

&C.

Andante.

-0.JlT.-m-

0±-*-0

*££S«£bhct££*tf
*V J-T 1 *^S

With Fourths and Eighths, for example
-0 0-

-0 0-

i
fee.
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Moderato.

GUIDE TO

-w

§±4-

/W
+-> -0-m 'VV

With fourths merely, e. g.

:F=-i?- =.zi3=e=e:-; I
Allegretto.

&c.

• • #-—-#-
.«_#

Beginning of the accompaniment.

Adagio espressivo.

^ti^S5tESff3::L
0-1-0

-J-

—

I

/ ^^i_#—«->—z-gg#-g -4

&c.

7a//. a tempo.

^±fei =ö
fe**2£

*=£.

Two-part accompaniment throughout; Beginning:

0-0-0-0-
0-0

E^^:^pfEg|sS^te|=s:££Elg3J[

Allegro molto.

:4-»2

Two-part accompaniment ; Beginning

0-0-

j^^ff^^g^^^fegMI
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Scherzo.
«. . . H»^-M

One-part accompaniment; Beginning:

3=11^^0
To give rules for all cases, as to what kind of accompaniment is best

suited to this or that melody, is a pure impossibility, since these cases are

infinitely various. An attentive perusal of good compositions for the

piano helps one to a sure judgment in the matter, and to the necessary

skill in composing. But one must not only look at and play such pieces,

he must use them for written exercises ; he must write off from them an

eight-bar melody, and set a fit accompaniment to it. It will then be very

interesting and instructive to compare his own work with anotherV ; but

it is not necessaay that the two should agree note for note.

If the scholar invents melodies of his own, to which the fundamental

harmony has floated before his mind at the same time, the right mode of

accompaniment also will suggest itself. But in most cases, in the begin-

ning the accompaniment will cost him some pains. Let him not lose

courage ! By constant reflection and endeavor he will at last succeed ia

finding the right accompaniment. Our greatest masters have not made

their works without some pains, and all at once so pure and perfect as

they lie before us ; but they have first made plans and sketches, which

they afterwards elaborated in various ways. Neither beautiful melody

nor accompaniment fly into one's hands so instantaneously as many seem

t* imagine

VII. Periods of different Length.

We have already said that all pieces of music, from the smallest to the

largest, consist of Periods. The smaller have only one period, the larger

several, which are strung together Heretofore we have had to do only

with periods consisting of eight measures ; but there are periods of more

or fewer measures. For example :
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Periods with four measures.

Andante.

mMS^0li&§Bm
The feeling halves these measures, and makes of them an eight-har

period.

Andante.
' 8

-JT7T—jggg-l "-
-="=: K-^-^-#-f

££F
E
I^S^-i^-

fc^I=

Here too again the feeling makes eight measures.

*=*pis^t 3̂^k^-
Periods with sixteen measures.

Allegro. :=s~_ -

fcM&mmmS: ?-*JLt^ L*_i

HSIPSiiSS^^iSi^
Here the case is the reverse ; the feeling divides this melody into eight

bar« , by changing the 1 time into | or 8-

^~gs^m^m̂ mmm
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jfciSl
Besides such periods of four and sixteen measures there are two

other kinds. 1 An eight-bar period is lengthened by the addition of

tnother motive, section, or phrase ; or. 2. it is shortened by taking

»way one or more measures In this way arise periods of 9, 10. 11,

12 measures, and so on, or of 7 measures and less.

One may ask : What is the use of this ? Would it not be simpler

if we formed all periods of an equal compass, one as well as another

of eight bars ? —It would be simpler, to be sure, but too simple. The

feeling craves variety, not merely in rhythm and succession of tones,

as has been already shown, but also in the length of periods, especially

in larger pieces of music, which otherwise would easily become tame

and monotonous. But the principal period remains always that of

eight bars ' >ce in it the leading thoughts, the theme, of a composition

are present* and the other divisions of musical thoughts are to be

regarded only as transformations of that one. Moreover, a shortened

period is easily converted into the full eight-bar form ; and by dropping

out certain measures from a lengthened period, you have again *he

period of eight measures.

We take, as a first example, the beginning of the last Allegro in

Mozart's Concerto in B flat major.

Allegro.

Solo. _*_ _ß_ m . _*_ -0-

»
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After the preceding eight-bar period has been repeated by tin

orchestra, there follows again a second Solo

:

Solo. ^ . ^

~
2 3 ~T

SEÖEE
1

,-#- --#-

E^ 5^

8

rrzzz^' -f
g=z3ET=::E*zö:333

t^^»aiftHE
9 10 11 12

=fc= =*9^^^^szt~t^ y^BghzSE
#-. -#-.

§*§

gfelaEHgEBi^
13 14 Here follows again

the first Solo.

-J- -#-

This second Sob consists of a lengthened period offifteen measures,

of which the first 8 measures form the natural principal period, and
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the last 7 the prolongation. That it really is only a prolongation,

and not a new period of 7 measures, is obvious to hearing, through

out.

If we play merely the principal period, stopping with the first eighth

of the eighth measure,— pause 5 eighths, and then let the first Sola

immediately follow,— we feel that a mediating transition between the

two periods is wanting. Could we not remodel the eighth measure

"nto such a transition, so that the lengthening of the period would

beoome unnecessary? We will try it, and remodel this bar thus

:

This would be better, at any rate, than the first attempt, where we

fall into the house with the door, as it were ; but yet the entrance of

the first Solo comes too soon for our feeling, which desires a longer

mediation. We will therefore make some further trials, by forming

periods of from 9 to 16 measures.

1) Of 9 measures : After the 7th measure, let the 14th and 15th

follow.

2) Of 10 measures

:

and 15th follow.

3) Of 11 measures:

lirectly from 7 to 12.

4) Of 12 measures :

5) Of 13 measures :

6) Of 14 measures :

7) Of 1() measures :

After the 7th measure, let the 13th, 14th,

Leave out 8, 9, 10, and 11, and past

Skip from 9 to 13.

Strike out measures 9 and 10.

Strike out the 12th measure.

Repeat the 13th measure.

Mozart's lengthened period tf fifteen measures is still the best.

Let us now consider the prolongation with regard to its thematic

treatment, or the working of the theme. Measures of 9 and 11 are

repetitions of measure 7, and measure 10 is varied after measure 8.

Measures 12 and 14 are transformations of the second motive of the

first Solo, as 13 and 15 are of the fifth motive.—With truth, then, waa

it said above : The prolongations flow out of the principal period,

and are to be regarded as transformations of the same At least it

i3 so for the most part. The means here employed fcr lengthening

the period are easily detected.
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Period of twelve measures

:

Allegro.

S^FE
1

"
2

7>
"*

±p Ü^m
-0- -#- -0H--0-+--0- m*-m-*-m -*" Z~*~Z^-

^ —^ ilZTi i

:—~\ ? ? -*-3=
^

10 11 ^~ 12

^-M^^F^^j^ y ; u*^p5
Strike out measures 6 to 9, and we have the eight-bar period. But

it would be a pity to sacrifice these four measures, for the reason that

they contain an imitation, of which the fifth measure makes the begin-

ning. We shall make acquaintance with such imitations in a following

chapter. Leave off the first four measures, and we also have a period

of 8 measures But in this case the Bass quarter (^and a) in the

fifth measure must be left out.

Period of fourteen measures

:

Allegro assai.

/

2» =±
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.

—

. '
'

i —'—

.

—--- m&
np ö /

r_Jfc±
!

->

—

| tt|' t—t—^4—»-r-Ff-X-l— I F l p ' '
;

' ilml d i'M|

'

1U 11

üH =g=|g|gäj£ig|ll|

I^E^^^^^-I^S^^
14^iite«^

•s?
;

The eight-bar period appears, if we leave out measures 6 to 11.

Let the student seek out for himself the means used for lengthening

this period.

Period of ten measures :

Allegro.

-W-0

mf 1 2

•J -f-*
m
—m- -0- -#-

b-—

T

3
|9^P Suiter} Wm&
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iFFfrmgg:

10

—v-=^wmM
A period of eight measures is left, if measures 9 and 10 fall away

and we end with the third quarter of the eighth measure, that is, with

the second b flat ; or if measures 5 and 6 are left out.—What are the

means of prolongation here employed ?—

Period of ten measures.

Presto. A A

m

* =?
.ß. ._*. _*. -ß-

§ö
«. _f- _*. J/L

I 0.T-m — — T-# m # n_T

|ft-#-,-i t-F-t-^- ! »3 T~^^M^H-l K ß-r-—

T

4 5 131 -il-#-. . 7

2r«: 3:

0-0-0-ü^si^^^E^i^S

-00-0
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To make an eight-bar period out of this, we must drop measures 3 and

8, which would give this form to the melody

:

*- -•

Or we might condense measures 2 and 3 into one, and also measures 7

and 8, when we should have the following melody

:

^fe
fh3=

-
. ;-f- if• T Z r VT

-Fl—h+-J-#-f-*--j-±—j—•-^f-t-r— I—r-'

—

\—\~hj^ —

r

-4-JV#-?-v--L---« H--r—3--*^gF-b^-^:-I-i^: t
9 » • >«— »B 1

In both cases, however, the accompaniment would have to be changed.

Measures 2 and 7 appear in measures 3 and 8 as transposed repetitions,

and it was this that caused the lengthening of the period But it must

be borne in mind, that we have here been merely showing how a length-

ened period can be transformed into one of eight bars, which is by n«

means saying that it should be so transformed ; and Father Haydn, out

of whose symphonies the above period is taken, would turn round in hia

grave, if we should lay hands on his masterworks in this way. From thii

old master the scholar can learn the best use of all the means of transfor-

mation, and how one may thereby develop a great and beautiful composl

fci^n out of a simple melody.

Lengthened period-formations very frequently occur in musical pieow

at concluding postages. For example

:
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Allegro non molto.

•^ / 1 p 2 S

-&^=i
t=933

•""^n1^v I ^te&^i^S
?>

^Lengthened.
~fz flZ?~ "f*

rSTT#J—: rJ U i i'-* *r~ T 1g S^E
-#^

The connecting passages between periods do not properly belong to the

lengthening of the periods ; but lest the two should be confounded, here

follows an example.

n Allegro.
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If „re
-0-ß"-i-"-ß -» -0-ßu

8 Connecting passage.

mtfe* HÜl3=ti i

I—^^^- -rr-Pf^j, . .

f
, »T-^-

1

t^J^
IH

It must be remarked, however, that the connecting passages should not

be too foreign to the motives of the periods, but should be developed

naturally and appropriately out of them.

Periods of 12 measures are also formed by repeating the second phrase

»r half of the eight-bar period, commonly with slight alterations ; thug *

Walzer. _ <~1 „ ^

^g^ffsg^Sli^llEE,!^
_P-F-_«-^_«_ _ß *. -*-ß-ß- -0-0- -0. -0-
-0 0-0-0-0- -0-0-0-0-0- -# -5- -0-0-

rST~^- VZ-P W-rP-9 -0 1-—0-0-J-0-0-0 1—1—h—F— t h 1 t

n-

—

:5~E-Ej^:— "T"if* f'K-rf^-^T-
. . Hlr^

1
.«....

2fc*fosEs2!«eg*

*--*
-#--#-^B§r?
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If the entire eight-bar period be repeated in this way, we have a doubk

period of 16 measuros.

The Shortening of Periods.

We give at the outset an example of this, and append the necessarf

observations.

Allegro.

pPS^tf^^SgfTEffS^^
/ »

:3: X
h^=ee;gr:^E:5^?=*^33

j) 5

PS^i^^gpg=^g=3 :z=^ -_ I

-#- -#- -0-

1 TTT iT^^^gfcXTf T^g-^T

2 4 5

-* » * -j« 0-ß-mggg$^==&m^^
-h

'^ r̂rr^^̂ m^^ i

3i£-y—^S&^
8

Ül^E
That is the beginning of a well known Sonata of Clementi, which

many oertainly have played, without remarking that there are not 16. but

•nly 15 measures.

—
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May it not be a period lengthened out to 15 bars, like that whicii wai

Adduced as an example from the Mozart Concerto, and therefore not at all

a shortened one? And why is the eighth measure doubly numbered,

tfhere the figures 8 and 1 are placed in brackets?—

In the eighth bar lies the knot, or rather the solution of the knot. As

in Mozart we heard at onoe the prolongation, by which the transition

co another period was to be mediated, so we here see and hear now in

Clementi, very clearly, that with the 15th bar the period is formally

closed, inasmuch as a sign of repetition follows, and upon closer consider-

ation the feeling tells us, that with the eighth bar a new period begins.

The end of the first period coincides with the beginning of the second

period in one and the same measure, so that the conclusion of the first

period is as it were swallowed up by the beginning of the one that follows.

The forte in the eighth bar does not come in without reason ; it serves to

make the beginning of a new period felt. Also the first measure of this

period is repeated with transposition in the third ; and so too the second

measure in the fourth, which likewise is a sign of the entrance of a period.

These 15 measures, then, consist of a seven-bar period followed by a full

period of eight bars.

If now we consider the conclusion of this Allegro, we remark precisely

the same thing.

-0- ~0 \~-~\- #- -#—4- m-0-m0-M-0- m-0-0—\~\-

£

^

ü^^gpSpü
%

:F=:

6

crete.

%
ä=£

J ±
SEizzr^:
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mmgmi

^S^^^fei^^
$i--?=^=?=?
i rt: T1*3£S^£

This conclusion is a transformation of the first two periods : Measures

1 to 4 transposed ; 5 and 6 transposed and inverted ; 7 also transposed,

but containing only the principal of the figured notes in the first period ;

ind so on.

Would we see the ground of such abbreviation, we have only to bring

the first period into its complete eight-bar form, somewhat as follows

:

-0 B 1

(
I—1-+ -T-*-\ 3 i~» 0-*W—\

_l

—

0-ß-M— —I-jjT-l-+---0-f—I h f -zrr*-
*—I—i

—

\-A

"."L.L i

—

* J^'fT pS : fz
—

+~f~E^

—

j^b»***-—
-r

X=X
A -•—&

This conclusion in the eighth measure breaks the connection of the two

periods by a full stop, which is quite unwelcome to the feeling. On the

«ontrary, by the omission of the eighth bar, the whole acquires a livelier

flow.— Such abbreviations occur very frequently, and therefore we hav»

spoken of them at such length.

Abbreviations by the introduction of General Pauses. Example :

Allegro.

3*EE£E?

^EÖteat=t^=:
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i
/9\

m BE:
=t
0-

6 ' Here enters a new Period.

*F
/TN

35S 3F^

In passages so incomplete and interrupted by a general pause, the

feeling as it were silently supplies the wanting measures. There is a

peculiar charm in such abbreviations, only they must not be used too

often. The listener is surprised, all the more, if after the pause the piece

takes an unexpected turn. Such pauses sometimes occur even in dauot

music.

Many pieces, small and great, are introduced by short phrases. Them

are not shortened periods, but merely little introductions, after which the

first period commences. They have something similar to the lengthened

conclusions, for they are a sort of lengthening of the beginning. Th«

following examples need no explanation.

Allegro moderato.

ifel^i

Moderato

4Ö
/
El-I^y
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Galopp

$!==
-0-0-0- 0-1 II 1 -^»"*I -L

//
-0-0-0-0-0-0-

mf 1

-JPß-0

2 &c.

-ß-

=S 3^ 3 ^ I

!

!T
i

VIII. Cadences.

Cadences are the most decisive marks by which we can recognize to«

end of a period, and at the same time the beginning of another period

They are of four kinds.

1. The Pull Cadence.

It consists of two chords, of which the first is the Dominant-Seventh

Chord, and the second the Tonic Trichord, i. e. the Trichord, which has

its seat upon the Tonic or key-note of a piece of music.

In C major. (Dominant g, Tonic c.)

:r:

In A minor. Dominant e, Tonic a.)

— — —#_ii_g^_ # -\-\6-0—5- - g#—^H+s*
0*
0"

a. b.

lü^IÜgü^iiäiii^E
At a. the upper voice of the first chord rises one step into the Tonic of

the second chord; at b., on the contrary, the upper voice of the first

chord descends a step into the Tonic of the second. The Bass moves

throughout in its fundamental tones. This kind of concluding sequence

is called a perfect full cadence. From these the imperfect full cadences

are to be distinguished, where the upper and lower voice, either alone oi

both at once, make other progressions. In the following example at a,

the upper voice proceeds to the third of the Tonic, or remains standing

on the fifth of the same ; at b. the Bass steps are imperfect, i. e. they do

Got give the ground-tone of the Dominant; at c. both of the outeidt

roioes are imperfect.
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B^igsäSMp#-» .0-0.

r-r- TT
a. c.

ssaassBaeö
2. The Half Cadenoe.

This arises, when the Dominant-Trichord follows upon any choni belong

ng to the scale. Example :

m
-h-

x
z:::*
3=£t

w^m
3. The Flagal Cadenoe.

This is one in which the Tonic Trichord is preceded by the fnehcid of

the Subdominant. Example

:

i
9t=t

:q: 3=j
—\—
-«-
-0- -%---r

A A

m
&c.

11=11

4. The Deceptive Cadence.

After the Dominant chord the ear commonly expects the Tonic Trichord

;

now if instead of this expected chord another follows, it is a deceptive

cadence, i. e. one in which our expectation is deceived or betrayed. Used

in the right place such cadences have a good effect ; but the composei

must dnal sparingly with them, or they will lose their charm and cease tc

be agreeable. Here follow some examples of the most common way o/

tsing them. The expected chords are placed in brackets.

[7]
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4-/-U /-kSifd^MpStt
mMg^mm M̂S^M

si^ee^i
»^f^S^^tEI^I^MS^

But the Cadences must not be regarded as an absolutely decisive and

infallible sign for the distinguishing of periods one from another ; for many

periods have no cadences, but flow into the next following, as we have

already seen in the abbreviations of periods ; and not unfrequently caden-

ces occur in the middle of a period. Thus

:

Allegro.

*-r

*=:
^-'

| ^--J—i L

dolce.

PI -0-

\^m
-ß- -ß-

_#-ß— 1

S
• • • • •— tS ~»"— 4S *P «^fj?-—j:

4 mt
We feel that here are not three periods, but only one, although thre«

tadences occur in it, and what in more throe perfect cadences The second
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section is a transposed repetition of the first ; so also is the third, omj

with a little addition of three notes If we do not reckon this addition,

the fourth section becomes an unaltered repetition of the third. The

whole period, then, in spite of cadences and pauses, shows unity of design

;

it would have no complete meaning, if a section were to be left out; the

musical thought expressed in it would be disturbed. So we find it in all

periods ; whoever takes sufficient note of that, has the most infallible sign

for the distinguishing of periods, and can neither be led astray by caden-

ces, nor by prolongations and abbreviations.— It will be well now to

re-examine, from this point of view, the lengthened and shortened periods

already given as examples. The very first example out of Mozart's

Concerto will appear now in another light ; the predominant motives,

with their transformations, will strike the eye more clearly, and we shall

feel the unity of the whole period of 15 measures.

IX. Imitation.

In speaking of the ways of transforming a melody, it was shown, thai

motives or parts of motives can be repeated, either literally, or trans-

formed by transposition, expansion, contraction, &c. If a piece of music

consist of two parts or voices, a musical thought can be transferred from

one voice to the other. Such a repetition is called an Imitation. There

must be as many kinds of imitations as there are kinds of transformations,

which have come under our notice; and there are as many different

entrances of imitations possible, as there are different intervals. Thua

the imitation can enter in unison, or a second above or below, a third

above or below, &c. It is one of the most interesting means of thematic

treatment, and every one who is beginning to compose is advised to make

himself as much at home in it as possible.

At the entrance of the imitation the voice which has first uttered the

thought to be imitated, does not become absolutely silent, but continues

to be heard, if only in a few tones occasionally, which indicate the funda-

mental harmony. If the first voice is silent, when the imitation enters

then it is no longer a two-voiced, but only a one-voiced phrase, and

therefore no imitation, but only a transposition. The second voice, which

is heard during the imitation, is called the Counter-phrase {Antithesis. )

To distinguish it from this we will call the passage to be imitated th«
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principal phrase (Thesis.) The principal phrase with its unitatuci mav

De of various lengths ; we may repeat in another voice, i. e. imitate a

motive, a section, a phrase, or even a whole period. The following

example therefore is no imitation, since the counter-phrase is wanting.

•J -0-1 -^

—^^
Various sorts of imitations will now be shown by examples, at first in

iie octave below and above, since these are the easiest. The principal

ahrases and their imitations are denoted by brackets.

l. a.

r*

I

^^^m
i

The Imitation enters an octave

below, but note for note the

same.

ft.

±=±zt±^=t=£

' The Counter-phrase of a. is

m
|

--T pT here made the principal phrase,

and likewise imitated an octave

ee::^ e»
———

-P below ; on the contrary the prin-

_| -|ip cipal phrase of a. has become» the—•"! counter-phrase at b.

fe=dJ£=^
mmmimm

Here the lower voice first

states the principal phrase of a.

\J
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BET^rpr^^ Here too the lower voice ftu

nishes the principal phrase, which

is that of £.

gig^ii^r

gp^EE^
!•

At e. and/, both voices com-

mence together ; the first motive

of the upper voice is imitated in

the second motive of the lower

/.
one ; while the first motive of

~~~
|

I
-—~—P'Tf" f~\ i

tne l°wer one is imitated in the

^-[-4-*—
i—[""?""' r *~ second motive of the upper one,

as the cross-lines indicate.

pfE-jJ-jIgE^pj

Such interchanges of voices, where the upper becomes the lower, and

ihe lower the upper, have already occurred among the examples of figu-

rated voices. They are not possible in all imitations, nor are they essen-

tially necessary. We give here a few more examples of them. The

imitations are still found in the octave below or above.

2. a.

;—rr^^±?=^miF=f: m
-ß--0

?5P
£4-53 i^m

-ß—
2

:znr.

b.

:=£ r-rr
*:

SF
[7»]

^
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** ^1=^^^ m
s^jjg^rlE

it: m
d.

^^y£b^i

S.a. ä.

J^J lJJiLi IiJJILi hJJ|TIiU44i

Hs^^
ggg=ftg=fq^|g

Also in the following examples the imitations occur in the octave.

,5. a.

ftste #_..dgiSgnL,jEE—IX

gflft-H -it^rfrlfoH^Hi

P 53 ^ggüSlü
\
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^r _j_ * -*- -*- —*- -*-

Ü}3EÖ iHX.r 1 gTCJ^l
8. The second imitation, two octaves lower, sounds as if a third voice

made the imitation.

E
#-*-»

^jffpggjS!

»JQjfliJlpr
*—

r

^PggS?=J

In the two following examples all the imitations enter in the seventh

below. It might seem as if these were transpositions, and no imitations

;

but this is not the case, for the entrance of the imitation is simultaneous

with the close of the principal phrase, by which the fundamental harmony

is indicated, if only by a single quarter note.

9.

ggbJ-Hggr^ y
1^1ff^E d *

±-*rl
fc:

9iEE=
Ä?-' dt © ^s *-#

F^ITü^-^ s £

* S^fe
2fc ÜeS^ FF#f
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~f T ff"flST> *

j? ^gggg 5 Sz5:

11 Imitations also in the seventh below.

Sg^E* ±^z:cÜ
SfeEE= Ö #—#-,-,- #—

#

:?_I ^_
.._(=-

12. A passage of sixths used for different figural imitations in the

seventh below.

^2 <~>
===*=;— i =t=fc= m

mmm e£:
i:zj=r —0-

iz=±:n
*=£

i

|Igg :fc«r*:: li^ä3=I^E*J!p;
-| -#- -I—F- -

^gHfüSit:

l'ISSS^I^P
gfe^^^^i^gs^pp
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I

lliilli!! i^s P if-Cffi

3EE*zKiJ 33«=:= fe^*z=äz+=ä t=TO

p^^^^E^^^^^ri^|i^^
*.

f?vf??fr^
-ß*B*-ß!

T£If££
,.~»

T^'S»-*^ l

t-:-T

J-X-3M J l
=:

i I 1 I

irtit1 3=ä=iü-2-* «-r

E=*

"*~

'ft
j- « ~#

gisg

3S=^
F*

F
fljgp=P=flg §
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13 Imitation in the seventh above.

*zz5: *—

?

*—

1

The following are examples of imitations in the other intervals.

Unison.

l#|l^MäzLf iM-t
-2—_-

Second below.

-# 9

Second above.

SElzfc?:

Third above.

*-**

^-^-r ir rra
Third below.

fepiS=E3p^|pp

i
Fonrth above.J^PS^S

^t-^^ttTT^
T_#<._^_#.l^Si
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I JT-*-^^t=\ m
83

9t-r—r—T- :£zE|

Fourth below.

Fifth above

1

1

L4-H-1 M

a '

[ f-

J j j L

-*

—

1

—

^— 7

p :E?nSt*r*^ 1111151

j^fzgSj^—FfHigrRF^^
Fifth below.

m^imir mzM^&=M
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-*—

^

yü^Jl^iUl^tflr.ifjf^̂ ^^i
^S^i^^:Ä|i5pg;=*£

Sixth above.

EEeEöEEäE-E^^zÖEEI- 7 r -9

-#- *
^^l-^^j^z^:

^Sg^^^pS SB
p =#=p:

:
--5-^0^43 V M1^

-#-P^ *=;=t^=F
.q?.

Sixth below.

dt=Z
tt ^+-=* 0—j

m
:| V-J-

P=P=#._
,—^—|—__

It has been already said, that the imitations can be transformed, as

well as the motives. Example

:

i
Imitation expanded. „

—f--rjp*-*-Fgft—

^

a-j-

Imitation contracted.

4
-#-•

«£*^

Imitation augmented. Imitation diminished.

US
*rf3I - -# F- -#- ' -#---F--#H
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Imitation varied, and at the same time contracted.

e^:Qj -—I J J m
R%3
±3$

»—^ll^ZT,—# g ß £
£ ^

Imitation interrupted, and at the same time augmented.

Since in imitations, as in motives, not only one, but several means of

transformation may be used at once, it follows that very variously mixed

imitations may be formed. By imitations of /arger principal phrases,

double periods can be formed.

Allegretto non troppo.

Principal phrase.

i^EE *&=*
J-LLL-

yFPs
:t^trc

Imitation in the octave below.

35=2
:#=*

-#-*

S£ £ c=t

-J

=4
-#- -«- -#-

ffi^
*—

#

m =± £=£ §3=ä
p'.

^^^^^g^gg^^^i
[8]
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Observe, heru the accompaniment of the principal phrase is again used

us v. junter-phrase to the imitation.

Imitations may be employed to great advantage also in piano-forte pieces

for four hands Example :

Moderato

AT
Primo.

£=tt?fr

^^a ^m^mmw&mm
tnJrf-m^mm —*-

Secondo.

£)^
3= 3^t-. I

-©-•
is* fyd

T-^-
-* =i3E3-^m.

liip
-#-

z^zijö zitisiiizfcfE: i#CT • j r rr^ =c±t t

g^g^gg^glgll
-m

i^Hg^S^UI 0.1 L

Andante.

Szzirzd lEEi^SIsg!*—9-

Primo.

^:ih^:i^f^]n=F==:=::
f?==::

f-1

SE£ x_#__ a..,--
*mi

legato.

._=t ^--#

Secondo.

*

—

0-^-ß--0—ß—\—
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f^g^iEi^gjggjg^

i
•—t\ mi 0-1

rifcfcj^e:.

^=f^^^^^g3g^f
in -#— rf—=*i==d :=ten
Counter-phrases should be written to the imitations in the following

little sentences. Also the other empty measures are to be filled out with

iccompaniment, to which the beginning is given.

2— j~ jcM 1 P^T JT~«—F^T* f ßl~a—

i

gf^^S 9*= 1

e^^g^i
-#- -l #- -F- -i F- - -#-

4 5

feg: 1

—

^~äT:3=^#^rIFr»r^:»::äT:F»:;-l

SÖ3*S S öS^

^§ng^-F-t—I—

F

I^TjrjiffJl^^££&
5

£fP=
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8.

w-r-Q—^—=- - —r~m T

g^ffffft—
l| -^ ^5Ü=|P

^ü •f-p-.

.

t±ttm 10.

^=-i*-_. m
-0 1 1 £-#ns

12

ps I

^E --? gäjgÜ

"#-*

Let the scholar now invent fit principal phrases himself, and imitate

Ihem. If ho does not succeed all at once as he would wish, let him oof

be deterred ; further trials lead to the goal at last.
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Inverted Imitation.

Thus far the imitation every time has had the same w a similar move*

ment with the principal phra«p ; if the principal phrase had rising notes,

the imitation had the sam< f the principal phrase had falling notes,

bo had the imitation. But **j. inserted or contrary movement may take

place in the imitation, where the ascending notes of the principal phrase

become descending ones in the imitation, and vice versa, as in the inversion

of motives, where the intervals make opposite steps. The inverted imita-

tion may also enter in all possible intervals. Example

:

Unison.

±-:~ 9i=^3:^£

Second above.

:E1E5

§a=m^&mg^ma
Second below. Third above.

i i

Third below.

¥WÄ
iO-

:=t

$
\___ 3 -*- -;-j^= -^-

Fourth above Fourth below.

£
»t:

ESP^^

g

[8*]
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_£=t=PF =f=f ______ — . 1 —TT" __j— :Tz
f

£-—.

—

i

--
1.

—
i ^

-*-J-L-el-
L_x_^_=_y=L-^—_f_4

-w-+wHat i
' E—I-tt-I-

S=-!i:_t=h -#-
-M

Fifth above.

S^fäppg

i
Fifth below.

^--h

s=» 1j^t-^r^

^—rü>-^3p_E -a—— SS (i #
t=t H

Sixth above.

Ä _J__=^_-tH-^ jzz*_£j5

fa ^—

H

£_=_&#:
*-#-•

Sixth below.

=^9if=__t
.__?

—

i—

$

JtE-gfeE^5S^f

P -#-*-
#- -*-

ü
ü

r
__=::

The same.

EES3 _#_ » _^ f_
p™

__ #-r
_fc ^1
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Seventh above. Seventh below.

• 3 ~Tj JJJj I
i h^J^^^CT» 9 9 _^ -j-9-1-9 -0- •

Ig^t^SIiiil XV-

0—
Octave above-

^^=33^ r^iz*

§_- W:S3

Octave below.

iiiq:

g^g -a a - ß—ß-i-f-—

t

-a— r-F ^—Pgj—

h

^—I-

Let the scholar here invent some principal phrases himself, for inverted

imitation.

Examples with mixed Imitations.

Moderate.

3iS ftpIS

^dt^a^y^y^rygpESE^Ftr
3^

^-^p^f^ffJLl^^JJLl^

^r^py * cff ir y ^fffFF**
The imitations 1, 2, 5, and 6, enter in the fifth below; 3 and 7 in thi

fourth below ; and 4 in the sixth below, although all of them in the lowei

octave. Remark also the expansions and contractions at 4, 3, and 7.
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Allegro.

-0 F-
t=i::dz:-_zp_:i5=q

£r »-J--^
'-^üfc *—S*-1-!^ *—h*-1

P3=t= f=rp: ^LDtZS

3=:

W-
^=3=^

- *- zjz "*- -*-

The imitations here, for the most part, are inverted and expanded.

Allegretto.

#-*SKE^^^fefeSS
::^=bd2:::

cresc.

pv^-r-jr—

i

iT*-»-*-h-rr-*-E-*TflP-*-t

—

t rr-afi-*-*^

-#—

^

S
iiÄlÜi^l

Imitations 1 and 2 require no explanation. At 3 the lower voice

merely imitates the first measure, but inverted, transposed and contracted
;

and then the upper voice brings in the figure in sixteenths again, instead

of the lower. At 4 too only one measure is imitated, and the figure in

lixteenths only at 5.
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Allegro ctxi spirito.

93

• • •

• • •

ß-ß-ß-

3da±t
v

1 1 --"Ti f- 5=?=

I^Ü ==ssä2 i=l

#-i :^=r

7 ^
• • •

SB
*=^
±=

^ (
'

t-—

u

• • • •

fc-1 I :

^Tfff
-.^-ß-ß-ß-ß. lis^^g

fö^^ rt^±£fct
I ?—#—#-L®l *H

—

J—-#—•—#-—#

—

0-

j^=pE^^f-Jj.J^_^^^g^=
fcQ

• • •

ß--ß--ß
fc—fc—fc

^f-Qt-T-^-^ ^—fe.4

^mssi^gi^girg

^feii j=±=i
fe*. _i. .#. fe»nj_ •

p=y=^^^^|^

• -0—m- -0-

K^ü^
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The entrances of the imitations in this Allegro are not marked, be-

cause the eye and ear will easily distinguish them.—
If the first voice is imitated by the other, note for note, it is called

a canonical imitation, or in short, a Canon. A richly and broadly

executed Canon is the Fugue, the most artistic thing in music. The

composition of a Canon or a Fugue, therefore, is not a matter for a

dilettante ; he will choose pieces which have easier forms. Such

are the following :

Dances.

Every beginner in composition is strongly advised to prepare dances of

various kinds, since he will thereby acquire singable and flowing melodies,

as well as rhythmical variety. The first thing is to choose good models,

which consist of two, three, and even more parts. In these he will remark,

that some kinds of dances have a determinate number of measures, from

which there must be no variation, ( as the Ecossaise, the Cotillon, &c), while

others on the contrary may have more or fewer measures, ( Waltzes, &c); but

that in both cases the number of measures is always an even number ( 8, 12,

16 ). Especial attention is required by the last measures of a part, and

the first measures of the part that follows with regard to Modulation ; one

must see into what keys he can pass. The peculiar rhythm of the Na-

tional Dances (Polka, Polonaise, Francaise, Tyrolienne, &c.) is also learned

best from good models.
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Variations.

Here is the best opportunity for practice with a view to acquiring fa-

cility in Figuration. The theme to be varied must have a simple and pleas-

ing melody; else it will not admit of a sufficiently many-sided treatment.

As the scholar writes merely for himself or for good friends, let him figu-

rate his theme to his owu heart's content, only do not let him hold those

variations to be the best, in which the figuration is the richest ; for if

such pieces are to be judged by this measure, then the variations of

Gelinek, for instance, would stand far above those of Mozart and Haydn
;

and yet the former arc often nothing but a senseless humming, while the

iatter are to be commended as models to every composer.

No change must suppress the leading features of the principal melody
;

on the contrary these must be clearly heard in every variation. The pro-

cess of varying might be, for example, the following. The melody figur-

ated, by adding to it passing and participant notes, as well as harmonic by-

notes ;—the bass voice varied and with another harmony ;—the bass takes

tbie theme, the upper voice another melody as accompaniment ;—the mid-

dle voices take different figures, while the upper voice delivers the theme,

&c, &c.—But not only the tones, but also the tempo, the measure and key

must undergo changes, so that every variation may have another character,

cheerful, soft, fiery, complaining, genial, &c. Before the final variation,

which has a quicker tempo, and also interpolated parenthetic phrases, like

a Rondo, there comes usually an Adagio or Andante, either Major or

Minor.—The variations also may be prefaced by an Introduction, in which

there are allusions to the theme, that immediately follows ; or it may con-

sist merely of such short phrases, as we have already made acquaintance

with when the subject of Periods was under consideration.

Marches.

In these there commonly prevails a warlike, spirited character ; it is felt

even in funeral marches, which have a slower tempo, to be sure, but which
always express mavly sorrow. But the March requires more variety of

harmony than the Dance.

Song Composition.

The composer must possess the faculty of expressing every emotion of the

heart by tones,—joy, sorrow, terror, rage, tenderness, &c. That is what
we call the character of a piece of music. Through nothing can one ac-

quire this faculty so soon and so well, as through the composition of Songs.

Even in the speaking tone one may by his delivery mark the character and
the intensity of feelings, and call forth the inward sympathy of those ad-

dressed by declamation ; but all this may be done in a far livelier sense by
the singing tone, which is as it were a higher degree of the speaking tone.

Hence it will not do to make a melody to a text without any regard to its

contents
; the composer must first enter into the sense and spirit of the

poem, before he can express by melody and harmony the feeling described
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by the words. What tones, what chords will express the different emo-
tions, cannot be taught ; it can only be seen by examples. A rich harvest

of such examples is afforded us especially by opera music. In the exami-

nation of any example, which he may select, let the scholar first observe

in what way the Melody alone expresses the text, afterwards let him in-

clude the accompaniment, that he may see what this contributes to the en-

hanced effect of the melody. Then if he supposes various changes in the

accompaniment, as in rhythm, harmony, accent, &c, he will be more strik-

ingly convinced, that it has a great influence on the expression of the

melody.—One who is so practised a singer, that he can hit the note well,

will find the writing down of a melody from hearing, or from his own ima-

gination, so much the easier.

For the plan or design of a Song composition, the following counsels

may be given. When the contents of the text have been thoroughly

thought over in the way suggested, then the first thing is to consider, to

what kind of measure it is best suited. And now the text is written under

music lines, and divided off, according to the kind of measure chosen, by
bars ; i. e. these bars are so placed upon the note-lines, as if the melody

were to be at once written down there. Then the Key is to be determined,

according to the compass of the melody, i. e. according to its lowest and

its highest tone. When the melody stands complete upon the paper, then

the accompaniment is prepared, by writing down upon note-lines under the

text such fundamental chords, as seem to be most fit. Such fundamental

chords give, as we have already seen, a stiff and helpless accompaniment,

and therefore they require a further elaboration. Skill in this is acquired

with most certainty by imitation of the various modes of accompaniment.

The Rondo.

This is distinguished from other musical pieces by having a principal

sentence, which, after various interludes or parenthetic passages, is fre-

quently repeated, and in the same form. The beginner may best learn this

in small and less developed pieces of this kind, (as the Rondino and Ron-

doletto). For his own work then let him choose a simple, pleasing theme.

Would he aftewards attempt to write

Sonatinas,

Jet him take the easiest for models, and work after them, adhering to their

rhythm, in precisely the same way that he did when he commenced on pat-

tern melodies. After he has written several Sonatinas in this way, he will

succeed the better in his own original attempts.
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